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Following is text of a speech made by

Mr. Dingle Foot, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Economic Warfare,.at Wrexham, at 3 p,m, today.

As a contribution to the blockade, steadily increasing importance
attaches to the destruction of Axis shipping round the coasts of Europe.

We frequently refer to our own ocean life-line, in the Atlantic, It is

not always sufficiently realised that Germany and Italy also have their

ocean which are to be found in the North Sea, the Baltic and in

the Mediterranean,

The German and German-controlled railways, have carried a greater burden

than any railway system has ever done before. It would be foolish to under-

rate the extent of their achievements. Nevertheless, the fact remains that

land transport can never be a satisfactory substitute for sea transport.
That is tho reason why, in spite of constant heavy losses, the Axis Powers

must continue to rely upon their merchant shipping.

The situation in'the Mediterranean has been eased for some time to

come by the acquisition of Vichy French tonnage in Mediterranean ports.
But there has been no such windfall in the North Sea or the Baltic, It is

necessary, of course, to speak with the greatest caution on enemy shipping
losses. They are not susceptible to exact calculation, and it is not al-

ways .possible to be certain whether a ship has been sunk or merely damaged.

But there hove been recently a number of indications shewing the: effect of

Allied, attacks on the German merchant shipping position.

Nearly four months ago it was announced in Stockholm that war com-

pensation rates would be increased by 75% in the case of damage sustained

by any vessel, sailing south of 59 degrees North. But the latitude of

Stockholm is 59 degrees 17 minutes. It follows, therefore, that these

increased rates are payable, in the case of practically every Swedish

merchant ship which sots sail in the Baltic,

At about the same time it was announced that whenever any Swedish

vessel sailed to a German port outside the Baltic, the seamen were to

receive 300% increase in wages for the whole time that they spent off

Rensberg in the Kiel Canal.
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The appointment of Kaufmann as shipping dictator and the drastic measures taken

by him to speed up the turn-round of ships, indicates the difficulty of finding

shipping space to meet requirements and the urgency of these requirements.

The problem, is net only one of ships but also of crews. Increasing press
is being exercised on seamen in occupied countries, and it has been made known

that if they refuse to sail they will be liable to deportation and forced labour

in Germany,

It seems to me that some people even in this country are inclined to overlook

the offensive ride of sea power. They are apt to regard it as primarily a

defensive weapon or as a factor which makes possible considerable landing operations
It is not always sufficiently realised that Germany is vulnerable at sea, V/hen

the history of this struggle comes to be written, it may well appear that one'

of the decisive battles of the war was what night be called "The Battle of the

Northern Waters”,

That is one way in which the Navy and Coastal Command attack the enemy's
hone front. The other is the maintenance of cur long-distance blockade. The

complex system of navicerts and ship warrants which we have established in this

war and which is designed to reduce the necessity for interceptions at sea has

worked far better than anyone could have expected. But it can never be a

substitute for command of the sea.

In the last few days announcements have appeared regarding two enemy blockede

runners which have been intercepted. Both of them were on voyages between Europe

and the Far East, Such an interception may represent as heavy a blow to the

Axis as some bloody repulse on the Volga or in Tunisia, The cargoes which it is

sought to carry to and from the Far East are vital to Japan and Germany,

The ships sailing towards Europe carry rubber, tin or tungsten, all of which

are urgently needed by the German war machine or the edible oils required to

maintain the fats ration of the German people. On their outward voyage they will

load heavy machinery, precision tools or special components which Japan used to

obtain from Europe or America, and the lack of which is one of her principal

handicaps.

Germany and Japan are well fitted to be partners in aggression. Each

possesses what the other lacks. Today it is one of the most Important tasks of

British and American sea and air power to prevent them from supplying each

other’s deficiencies.
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